Announcing Smith's Evening Blended MBA Program

In the fall of 2015, Smith's MBA Program located at our Shady Grove campus in Rockville, MD will undergo an exciting curricular transformation.

A BLEND FORM THAT FITS YOUR NEEDS
Designed for you, the busy and motivated working professional. Classes will take place two evenings per week and will incorporate a blended learning component for the core, allowing you to complete more coursework outside of the physical classroom to fit your personal schedule.

A HIGHLY RESPECTED MBA
Our nationally ranked MBA, led by world-renowned faculty, is a leader in the Washington D.C. area and is consistently recognized by its students for rigorous academics, high-quality instruction and supportive services.

FINISH IN 2 YEARS
The program is designed so that you can earn your MBA in twenty-four months! Attend an information session to find out more.

To apply for the inaugural Smith Two-year Evening MBA program beginning in the fall of 2015, just choose Shady Grove in Rockville - MD as your program option when filling out your online application.